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ABSTRACT

Compressive analysis is the name given to the family of techniques that map raw data to their smaller
representation. Largely, this includes data compression, data encoding, data encryption, and hashing.
In this paper, we analyse the prospects of such technologies in realising customisable individual
privacy. We enlist the dire need to establish privacy preserving frameworks and policies and how can
individuals achieve a trade-off between the comfort of an intuitive digital service ensemble and their
privacy. We examine the current technologies being implemented, and suggest the crucial advantages
of compressive analysis.
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1 Introduction

As more and more technologies grow around models that require large amount of minute data, at some point we will
need to step back and evaluate its repercussions on individual privacy. All of us are secure or none of us are - Edward
Snowden. Even if a sufficiently large subset of the complex mesh of our social data is revealed, it compromises the
privacy of even those who were never quite a part of it. We need to start developing frameworks of a system where
there are limits to what an analytic software can and cannot know. And each individual should have a throttle over
their own data. Simply ensuring secure and trustworthy systems won’t solve the impending problem at large. In the
following sections we re-evaluate the exigency of privacy preserving protocols. Key areas which are either booming or
on the verge of a technological revolution, and also need special privacy concerns are then identified. Following that,
current solutions to the issue are discussed. Towards the end we state the significance of compressive analysis as a
holistic solution to the privacy problem.

2 Pivotal trends and their need for privacy

Comfort is the compass for consumer technology. This includes the convenience in instructing the system (parsing
natural language), easier interface, bundled service suits, intuitive suggestions, personalised automations and suggestions,
ad infinitum. Additionally, comfort can also be defined as a peaceful state of mind. A state where a person is not
agitated by prying advertisements, or obsequious suggestions. Where they can enjoy the repose of a private space,
knowing well enough that their personal information is secure and entirely under their control - the leisure of privacy.

Here we consider 4 major fields which will (continue to) grow at an accelerated pace in the coming times.

2.1 Era of Data Analytics

There is no denial to the advent of the data analytics industry over the past couple of decades, and this trend is far
from slowing down. It helps in understanding user preferences, their perceptions, etc. More specifically, it’s about
quantitatively defining a user, whether it’s an individual or a firm. Knowing their daily schedule, monitoring the quantity
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and nature of their daily subscription services like mail, contacts etc. In the personal domain, it even includes logging
health data, finances, IoT device logs, etc. Typically, a user can benefit a lot from this data. They can improve their
spending, health, work efficiency, and what not. The technology is now mature enough to predict your future ’footprints’
in terms of decision and resource consumption, to a high degree of accuracy. Users can use these data to make more
informed, statistically wiser decisions. But this wisdom comes as a compromise of privacy. The user has to allow the
services to access their raw data to benefit from the analysis. The service may assure non-distribution of access to other
parties but that limits

2.2 Human-Computer Interaction

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) have always been the face of futuristic technologies. They cover all domains and
aspects of how a (human) user interacts with a computer system. It includes common input devices like mouse,keyboard,
to more advanced modules like motion capture, Brain Computer Interface (BCI) etc. They can be completely non-
physical like an interactive AI-assistant. They all intend to make your interaction easier with the computer, and in the
process learn fine intricacies of your commands - your voice, your way of speech, your physical gestures, your facial
expressions, etc. Their efficacy as an interface hinges on the data they retain about you, and their ability to extract
relevant features. Given the fact that these human actions undergo subtle changes with time (and across users in a
multi-user scenario), it is difficult to request it to stop logging data without compromising efficiency. This makes HCI
evolution particularly poised in privacy concerns. Huge logs of raw BCI data mean that the computer would know more
objectively, the thought-action sequence of a user than the user themselves. Unfortunately there has been very limited
research concerning privacy preserving HCI methods.

2.3 Emotional Intelligence

As on date, we have an outlandish amount of ever increasing computation power. Any feasible problem which can
have a procedural solution can be solved. For most of our common problems, the IQ of our current systems, is pretty
satisfactory. Construing human emotions however, has been a pretty elusive task. To break into the rooms of every bloke
in the world, our systems will need to connect with us at a less logical and more emotional level. The primary bottleneck
has been rigorous definitions of emotional boundaries. The scientific understanding, detection and classification of
’emotion’ or ’emotional response’ has largely been based on physiological signals like ECG [1], EEG [2], breathing
rate [3], etc. Typically one couldn’t access these signals in a mundane scenario without bundling the subject with
multiple probes. However, it is demonstrated in [3] that such inferences are possible wirelessly, and provide remarkable
accuracy. Wireless sensing [4] has enabled a completely unintrusive sensing scheme which also leads to less errors
as the subjects don’t feel the physical agitation and mental sense of being under observation. While beneficial from
a health perspective, such technology is a serious threat to privacy. It can be very conveniently deployed to read any
unaware individual’s precise breathing rate and pulse rate counts. Although less objective than physiological signals,
Humans normally don’t construe emotions by reading each other’s breathing rate or heartbeats. We simply rely on our
empirical understanding of facial expressions. But implementing such a system in public domain would be a paragon of
privacy violation. Nevertheless emotional intelligence is an imperative course of future. The society still has a long way
to go towards mainstreaming mental health issues, but things are on a favourable course. There are many projects aimed
at examining a subject’s emotions and providing tailored therapeutic treatment. [5] addresses the privacy problem using
a multicomputing model. [6] makes an attempt at reading emotions via a system of individual participation. Other
solutions of the problem are discussed in section 4.2

2.4 Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) is another major technology that has already started manifesting in our lives. It consists of
all the hardware and software in an individual’s ambience collaborating towards an optimised routine. Despite being
industrialised at a fast pace, it still remains as a popular spot for not just privacy violations, but security violations as
well [7]. The shear number of these primitive yet garrulous IoT devices make security guarantees difficult to enforce.
Nevertheless, there have been remarkable developments in the field of IoT security and privacy [8].

Notwithstanding the many roadblocks in achieving privacy preservation, trust in a secure system can ensure that the
data being collected by the system is not being shared unsolicitedly with third parties for personal profit. In fact,
there are good reasons to secure centralised data collection like healthcare, policy planning. Additionally, most of
the ’intelligent’ system can not afford to run locally (i.e. as completely standalone, non-communicating machines).
The manufacturers would require data from vast sources to develop more robustly responsive systems. It is seemingly
impossible to develop better systems without regular due feedback from our existing ones. Having said that, centralised
data collection by any organisation - no matter how secure or trustworthy - must be impeded. There are many fictional
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dystopian descriptions of societies where certain organisations controlled micromovements of their subjects by the
virtue of large scale data access. Although exaggerated and dramaitsed, these scenarios provide reference marks for
policy makers and technology designers to consider while developing modern systems.

3 State of the art solutions

Security is the parent condition for privacy. There can be no question about privacy if there is no security.

Before discussing the current solutions, one should be acquainted with the idea of differential privacy. It is a
privacy guarantee which requires that computations be formally indistinguishable when run with and without any one
record,almost as if each participant had opted out of the data set [9]. They discuss its implementation by adding a
calculated amount of random noise, either to the input data, or to the inference accessed from the database [10].
The idea of homomorphic encryption is to "preserve the shape" of the plain text in the cipher text. This means that
the ciphertext can be operated (with limited operators like addition and multiplication [11]) to form inferences, without
the need for decryption. This property makes it perfect for privacy preserving applications and has rightly found
many applications in e-voting [12],biometric-medical data processing [5, 13], recommender systems [14, 15] and in
multicomputation systems.[16, 6]. Interestingly, it is a lattice-based cryptography technique [17] which is among the
forerunners for post quantum cryptography algorithms [18]. Thus along with privacy preservation, it is well suited
as an advanced security solution as well. A similar approach to securing data is conceptualised in cryptDB [19]. In
it, the authors have devised a system where along with the database, the requests and results are encrypted as well.
Decentralisation is about as globally accepted as a solution, as the privacy preservation problem itself. By far the most
popular implementation of decentralisation is cryptocurrency. What had been centralised for centuries, was conceived
and implemented as a decentralised, abstract entity. This has often been purported as such an extreme solution to
privacy that it disturbed the authorities as another serious problem of lack of control. Despite being notoriously data
mongering of all modern deep learning models, neural networks are still a rage in the industry. Their incomparable
dexterity in establishing landmarks in the field of machine learning has assured that their trend won’t recede anytime
soon. Nevertheless, their large appetite for data raises serious privacy concerns. Split learning [20] and Federated
learning [21] have emerged as the most popular solution to privacy preserving learning. They both achieve this by
implementing standard learning in decentralised models. [22] provides an excellent comparison between the two models
of learning. Despite all the technical support the industry might extend, privacy remains fundamentally a policy level
problem. Digital security solutions are not an immediate concern in our time as the current systems have been working
satisfactorily well and any breach can be quickly located and patched. But if a secure system is asked to share the
information it houses - through proper channel and authentication - it will comply. It is up to the service agreement
between the individual and its service provider to christen what data will be shared with whom and when. Unfortunately,
due to lack of awareness, people don’t heed the service agreement much and simply consent to what is being offered.
Often there aren’t many choices provided by the service provider. And even for a genuinely aware user, it is not easy to
parse the legalese of each agreement they sign with each of their service provider. Projects like the Usable Privacy
project [23] help the users to parse their agreements more conveniently but stronger policy level enforcements will still
be required if the problem is to be addressed globally.

4 Compressive analysis

Compressive analysis is a way to draw relevant inferences from a compressed data, without decompressing it. The
compressed data is also encrypted in some way. Typically, neither decryption nor decompression of any kind is expected,
or even made possible. This means that a lot of data is already lost in the process of storing or acquisition (more on
this later). Ideally, one can expect that only the parts of data that are required for drawing relevant inferences are
retained in the compression. This can be achieved by training the compression algorithm on large amounts of dummy
data which contains the raw information along with the sensitive labels. We can then draw simultaneous analyses and
private information out of the compressed data. They will work as adversial networks where the analyser function
will try to minimise the number of components required, while the devious function will attempt at extracting private
information from the set components. Additionally, it gives a throttle to the user to determine their own degree of
privacy against different analyser softwares. It is also particularly useful where expurgation can not be a privacy
solution. The challenge will be to guarantee differential privacy against auxillary information which is available to the
attacker via ulterior sources [9].
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4.1 Hash analysis

Hashing is a tool which takes in a large chunk of data and returns a small, finite bit long ’digest’ of the data. The
function is one-sided thus it is impossible to reconstruct the original data from the hash. It is designed to be incoherent
enough that different data have different hash and hash collisions are extremely rare. The most commonly known hashes
like SHA-256, SHA3 family of hashes, are all cryptographic hashes. They work on avalanche effect which means, any
bit changed results in large change in the digest of the data. Perceptual hashes [24] however are commonly used in
industry to classify similar (same but transformed in some way) images together. They are used to test duplicacy of
copyright images, and often for fast image searches as well. These perceptual hashes can also be used for specific
feature detection when the original data source does not want its data to be seen. However this method requires that the
data is read during the hashing process. Following is a solution which ensures that the data is never stored digitally
starting from the acquisition stage.

4.2 Compressive Aquisition

Compressive Sensing is a relatively young technology which posits that accurate reconstrution (or erroneous reconstruc-
tion where the error is limited by the level of noise in sampling) is possible via random linear compressed samples
[25]. Interested readers may refer to a well summarised yet basic introduction [26]. This reconstitutes compression as
an embedded acquisition step instead of an impending post-processing. It has found some applications in the privacy
preservation domain as well. One of the earliest works I encountered was [27] where the authors use compressed
sensing as a matrix masking [28] technique and prove theoretically that regression analysis can be deployed on a
transformed dataset as effectively as in its raw form. In a sense, it is similar to homomorphic transformation. Related
works can be found in [29, 30]. The theoretical foundations of compressive sensing were first laid out by Donoho
[31], Candes and Tao [32], but the most popular practical demonstration was shown by Duarte, et al. in [33] - A single
pixel camera which acquired few random compressed samples to reconstruct images. In [34], the concept of smashed
filters is introduced which shows that ’target classification’ can be achieved using a maximum likelihood estimator on
the compressed samples themselves. These ideas and subsequent demonstration give rise to the pertinent concept of
compressive acquisition.

If the process of acquisition itself can be designed to be random and lossy, while allowing for reasonable reconstruction
nevertheless, much of the sensitive data will never even be digitised, let alone thieved. The first privacy oriented
demonstration of this concept was on print error detection in [35]. It is shown that even when the degree of compression
is less than 1%, very high accuracy classification can be achieved. Further, even if the decryption key (sensing matrix,
in this case) is known and is used to reconstruct the image via the best possible algorithm, the result is practically
unusable.

Such techniques can in general be deployed in various systems. For example, a set of monte carlo linear measurements
(apropos to compressive sensing) from a wireless sensor network can be used instead of continuous values to ensure
privacy preservation. Thus, among all the possible solutions discussed in this section, compressive acquisition would
be the most promising privacy preserving approach as it eliminates the existence of private information in a dataset
altogether.

5 Conclusion

We began with acknowldedging the dire need of privacy in current times. We noted four major fields that are going
to grow at an accelerated pace and will have serious privacy concerns namely: Data analytics, Human Computer
Interaction, Emotion recognition and Internet of Things. We then looked at some of the common approaches that are
currently being deployed to combat the privacy problem and noted that most of them are centred around security and
decentralisation. We then moved to indtroduce compressive analysis which is a family of all the different kinds of
approach which attempt to remove all the privacy sensitive infomration from a dataset, before storing it for analytics.
Among it were hashes, and my novel idea of compressive acquisition which is based on the principle of compressive
sensing and it aims to acquire a data in a randomised, linearly compressed manner so that no meaningful reconstruction
is possible while guaranteeing satisfactory analytical result. We concluded that compressive acquisition, whenever
applicable, is the most effective solution of assuring privacy.
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